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Camping on Vancouver islands west coast, one of many long weekend surf trips 
 

I went on an exchange to the University of British Columbia in my last semester of my 
Applied Science degree at Otago. I essentially went to British Columbia for the incredible 
outdoor scene and it definitely delivered. The people, kayaking, surfing, skiing, climbing 
exceeded all my expectations!! I was majoring Aquaculture and Fisheries & Ecology and 
found plenty of papers to meet my requirements.  
 
I went over to Canada six weeks early to kayak around British Columbia and found that a lot 
of other New Zealanders are based in Whistler / Squamish for the summer so it was easy to 
meet people and explore the outdoor playground that is British Columbia.  
 
 



 Bonfires on Vancouver island! Surf trip!   

I stayed in Fairview student housing which seemed to be the preferred accommodation for 
exchange students, the housing is set up more like flats and is a lot homelier than the gage 
towers. I also had a lot of friends that found flats around UBC but this meant that they all 
had at least a 10 – 15 min commute to Uni each morning. But still a good option as busses 
come every 5 minutes.  
 
I managed not to spend a single weekend in Vancouver for my entire time in Canada which 
either shows how awesome the outdoors around Vancouver is, or how chill my classes 
were! I took three 400 level papers all through the Earth and Ocean department and all 
very manageable, comparable to 300 level papers at Otago. I was pretty disappointed that 
none of my papers had any practical elements to them, no field trips or labs.  

British Columbia has some of the worlds best whitewater if you’re into kayaking or rafting 



 

I made up for for the lack of field trips with adventures of my own. Semester 2 worked out 
well to get the full range of seasons in Canada it started with 2 months of mostly sunny 
days with mid 20 degrees not uncommon, this was the kayaking / surfing and rock climbing 
season and then as the semester progressed it became ski season! There is a really cheap 
ski sale at the start of the ski season called ‘the locals pro sale’ which is not to be missed if 
you want cheap ski gear.  

                                          Pow day at Whistler Blackcomb 

 
There is a really sweet crew of people at UBC in the ski / board and surf clubs which I highly 
recommend checking out! I spend a lot of time with these guys out camping on Vancouver 
Island surfing and making bonfires. The island is a lush rainforest somewhat similar to our 
west coast but with the addition of eagles, wolfs & bears…  
 
It was an epic experience that I would highly recommend! Don’t spend much time in the 
city it rains a lot and people complain about it, so go kayaking or surfing then you don’t 
notice it.   

        Garaboldi park has some stunning vistas easily accessible in the weekends!! 


